Haji Muhammad Mohsin Government High School (Since 1874)
Online Emergency Eng Class/Activity - 2
Class 8, March 29, 2020

Fill in the gaps of the following text with appropriate articles (a, an or the). Put a cross (x) for zero article.
1/2x10=5
A
B
1. I’ve been studying for ____ past three hours.

1. I’m looking for____ man named George Wilson.

2. We have to make up for ________ lost time.

2. That’s not _____ same woman I saw last week.

3. Did you have ________ good time last night?

3. _______ only child is someone without brothers

4. What is ________meaning of this word?

or sisters.

5. I enjoyed that concert ________ lot.

4. (Generally speaking) Do you like ___ Italian

6. I heard ________ strange sound.

pasta?

7. I think it came from ________ kitchen.

5. He has _________ good manners.

8. ___ restaurants such as this are usually cheap.

6. He has _________ way with words.

9. My parents live in ______ United Kingdom.

7. I left the company because I didn’t like

10. Don’t be afraid to ask for ______ help.

_________ direction in which it was going.
8. Is there _________ flight on Sunday?
9. Sarah is a vegetarian. She doesn’t eat ____meat.
10 What did you do with _____ money I gave you?

C
John and Mary went on (1)_____________ vacation last year. They were thinking about going to
(2)_____________ Czech Republic, but they went to (3)_____________ Spain instead. It was
(4)_____________ really great trip! They visited all of (5)_____________ major cities, including
Madrid, Barcelona, and Seville. They also spent (6)_____________ lot of time in (7)_____________
countryside. They stayed in (8)_____________ Spain for about three weeks. When I asked them what
(9)_____________ best part of (10)_____________ trip was, they said that (11)____________ whole
trip was great from start to (12)_____________ finish.
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Answer Key:
A

B

C

1) the

1) a

1) X; “a” is also acceptable

2) X

2) the

2) the

3) a

3) an

3) X

4) the

4) X

5) a

5) X

6) a

6) a

7) the

7) the

8) X

8) X

8) a

9) the

9) the

9) X

10) the

10) X

10) the

11) the

4) a
5) the
6) a
7) the

12) X
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